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Lou Reed's Former Wife, Manager Disputes New Biography - Adweek Reed was born at Beth El Hospital now Brookdale in Brooklyn and grew up in Freeport, Long Island. Contrary to some Lou Reed - Guitarist, Songwriter, Singer - Biography.com Lou Reed biographer on controversial new book: 'You can list his. A new biography has accused Lou Reed of some truly terrible things. 22 Oct 2015. When Lou Reed died in October 2013, says Howard Sounes, the author of the new biography Notes from the Velvet Underground: The Life of Lou Reed - Biography - IMDb 31 Oct 2015. On the latter point, at least, Ms. Anderson may overlap with Howard Sounes, the author of the controversial new Lou Reed biography, "Notes: Lou Reed a 'Monster' Who Beat Women, Says Bio of Late Rocker 14 Oct 2015. The author behind a new Lou Reed biography has defended himself after making allegations that Reed was abusive towards his ex-wifes Lou Reed - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 13 Oct 2015. Lou Reed, violence against women, Howard Sounes, Photo: Wenn. A new biography on Lou Reed has dug up the Velvet Underground 14 Oct 2015. Author Howard Sounes didn't shy away from the more unpleasant aspects of Lou Reed's life while writing his biography of the former Velvet Lou Reed Was a Jealous, Misogynistic 'Prick' Who Acted Obnoxious. Lou Reed has 98 ratings and 6 reviews. James said: Raw, honest, rock biography featuring perhaps the 20th century's most inventive original song-writer - Lou Reed obituaries were 'too kind' - TeamRock 12 Oct 2015. Lou Reed is the focus of a new biography from Howard Sounes titled Notes from the Velvet Underground: The Life of Lou Reed. While the book Lou Reed accused of violence against women in new bio Find Lou Reed biography and history on AllMusic - The career of Lou Reed defied capsule 1 Nov 2015. I met Lou Reed once. It was a long time ago, the New York era. He had just played at the Hammersmith Apollo and I waited by the Lou Reed Biography & History AllMusic 12 Oct 2015. The author of an upcoming unauthorized biography of Lou Reed, Notes From The Velvet Underground, says that the legendary musician was Reed, Lou biography on Rolling Stone, your go to source for artist bios, news, and reviews. Lou Reed: The Biography: Victor Bockris: 9780091780319: Amazon. Synopsis. This is the biography of Lou Reed, the singer/songwriter who is widely regarded as one of the surviving cult heroes of rock 'n' roll. Chief songwriter for Lou Reed: The Biography by Victor Bockris — Reviews, Discussion. 13 Oct 2015. Lou Reed, late frontman of The Velvet Underground, was a monster who physically abused women, used racist and anti-Semitic slurs, and was ?Lou Reed Accused of Abusing Women in New Biography - Exclaim! 12 Oct 2015. Lou Reed was sometimes known for having a rather brusque public image, but now the late Velvet Underground star has been accused of Author of Lou Reed Biography Says He Was 'a Monster' SPIN Lou Reed was a singer and guitarist best known as a co-founder of the influential rock group the Velvet Underground and as a legendary solo artist. Lou Reed Biography Rolling Stone 13 Oct 2015. In a new biography by Howard Sounes, the British author who has also released bios on Bob Dylan 2001's Down The Highway and Paul Lou Reed biographer alleges history of violence against women. Buy Lou Reed: The Biography by Victor Bockris ISBN: 9780091780319 from Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Notes from the Velvet Underground: The Life of Lou Reed, by. ?10 Oct 2015. GALLERY: Lou Reed Dead at 71: His Life PHOTOS Something that says this isn't a biography of a great human being, because he was not Lou Reed's songs, both with the Velvet Underground and as a solo artist, constitute a body of work that ranks with Dylan and Lennon-McCartney as among the . New bio claims Lou Reed was a 'racist' and a 'monster' who called. Lou Reed: The Biography Victor Bockris on Amazon.com. "FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is the biography of Lou Reed, the singer/songwriter who is Lou Reed: The Biography: Amazon.co.uk: Victor Bockris 13 Oct 2015. Author of Notes from the Velvet Underground: The Life of Lou Reed, speaks to many of the late artist's friends and lovers, some of whom claim Lou Reed: The Biography: Amazon.de: Victor Bockris Jump to: Overview 4 Mini Bio 1 Spouse 3 Trade Mark 2 Trivia 13. On St. Valentine's Day 1980, Lou Reed married Sylvia Morales, and that was Lou Reed Biography Alleges Domestic Violence, Racial Slurs - Relix 14 Oct 2015. Notes From The Velvet Underground: The Life Of Lou Reed is released on October 22 by publishers Doubleday and writer Howard Sounes Lou Reed’s Life on the 'Dirty Blvd.' Houston Press 11 Oct 2015. According to an unauthorized biography of rock icon Lou Reed, the singer was an even more unpleasant man than his stage persona Lou Reed Biography The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum New biography alleges Lou Reed had a history of violence against. 20 Oct 2015. There is no such thing as a fan of Lou Reed music. That's simply because there is nothing near any uniformity within his discography. Over the Who Was the Real Lou Reed? - The New York Times Lou Reed and the End Times - The Los Angeles Review of Books 13 Oct 2015. Lou Reed has been accused of violence against women and racism in a new biography by Howard Sounes. Lou Reed Biography Author Promises 'Nuanced Portrait' 31 Oct 2015. 'No one ever confused Lou Reed for an Osmond' writes New York Times reporter Alex Williams. However, a new biography by Howard Lou Reed Described Bob Dylan as a ' Pretentious Kike' - The Daily. 2 Nov 2015. What can Lou Reed’s life tell us about how to cope with our particular end times?